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Abstract

In this paper, we introduce different features for dialogue course
management and investigate their effect on the system’s be-
haviour for choosing the subsequent dialogue action during a
dialogue session. Especially, we investigate whether the sys-
tem is able to detect and resolve ambiguities, and if it always
chooses that state which leads as quickly as possible to a fi-
nal state that presumably meets the user’s request. The criteria
and used data structures are independently from the underlying
domain and can therefore be used for different applications of
spoken dialogue systems.

1. Introduction
Nowadays, there are numerous spoken dialogue systems for a
variety of applications like inquiry systems for hotel reserva-
tions, restaurant guides, train timetable information systems,
etc. [1, 2]. If several tasks and domains are to be treated by
a single dialogue system without replacing or rewriting parts of
the system, the need for an application independent dialogue
manager arises. In order to develop an application independent
dialogue manager one has to identify those steps that are equal
for all of the above listed domains. These steps include:

� asking for information,

� information collection and evaluation,

� resolving ambiguities, and

� information retrieval.

Therefore, parameterizable data structures must be derived from
the knowledge of each domain, and all other operations like
storing and managing concept/attribute pairs describing the se-
mantics of input data, ambiguity detection and resolution as
well as dialogue course management should base on this struc-
ture. An appropriate data structure for this purpose are trees
which are constructed from the knowledge of each domain. The
nodes encode concepts, and the edges of a graph represent rela-
tions between the concepts [3, 4]

In this paper, we use tree based data structures in order to
obtain domain independent representations. Here, the analysis
of different features for dialogue course management and inves-
tigations on the system’s behaviour for choosing the subsequent
dialogue action based on a foregoing assessment are the main
focus of attention. Especially, we investigate whether the pro-
posed features are able to determine the best path that leads as
quickly as possible to a final state which presumably meets the
user’s request.
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Knowledge Tree Dialogue Description

Dialogue
Manager

<dialogue>
  <dstate name="start">
    <action name="collect">
      <greetings/> 
      <recognize/>
      <nlu/>
    </action>
  </dstate>
     .
     .
     .
  <dstate name="end"
    <action name="present">
      <tts/>
    </action>
    <action name="failure">
      <tts/>
    </action>
  </dstate>
</dialogue>

e 1: Basic structure of the dialogue system: The dialogue
ger incorporates knowledge from the user input into the
ledge tree and determines the next dialogue action by an-
g the tree’s information content.

2. Basic dialogue framework
asic framework of the dialogue system is depicted in Fig-
. The XML-based dialogue description consists of dif-
t dialogue states, subdividing a dialogue into smaller sec-
Each dialogue state may again be subdivided into several
states. During a dialogue session, the dialogue manager

porates the knowledge from user input into the knowledge
If the subsequent dialogue state is not explicitly given by
ialogue description, the manager will determine the next
action pair by analyzing the tree’s information content.

Tree based representations

er to obtain domain independent representations, we use
as the fundamental data structure. An example is depicted
ure 2. The tree is a knowledge representation for the spe-
ask of a telephone directory assistance. Users can ask for
ation about telephone numbers, email addresses, and fax

ers of persons as well as companies. The upper half of
tree node describes the part of the dialogue which is pro-
d by the corresponding subtree. The lower half of each
consists of a list of concepts that are associated with that
fic node. As depicted in the figure, the root node’s name
ephone inquiries’ and the associated list consists of con-
which are related to different kinds of request verbaliza-
The successor nodes are specifications of the correspond-

arent node. During a dialogue session, concept sequences
tracted from user utterances by using a method derived

statistical machine translation [5]. Each concept together
its aligned words is then incorporated into all nodes, in

the concept’s name occurs in the lists. Since all ’free’
rences of these concepts being of the same name as the
pt under consideration, are replaced by the instance given
e translated input sentence, we call the resulting tree an
ce tree.
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Figure 2: Tree based knowledge representation for a telephone
directory assistance task. The sentence ‘I would like to speak
with Mr. Miller’ is transformed into a concept representation
via natural language understanding. After that, each concept/
attribute pair is inserted into the corresponding tree nodes. For
presentation reasons, the attributes are not included in the fig-
ure.

2.2. Dialogue course management

During a dialogue session, instance trees are built from the orig-
inal knowledge tree. Concept/attribute pairs which have been
retrieved from the user input are incorporated into the instance
tree. If there is only one path from the root to a leaf in such
that all necessary concept/attribute pairs of the nodes along the
path are filled, the user’s request will be answered by the dia-
logue system. If more than one path exists, the data retrieved
from the user is ambiguous and the user is required to constrain
his request1. If there is no path from the root to a leaf, some
of the nodes are still empty. In this case the system must ask
for additional information in order to fill the remaining nodes.
In general, there are several possibilities to continue a dialogue.
Therefore, a cost function is introduced that computes a score
for all nodes depending on several features which are described
in the following section. Starting from the root node, the di-
alogue system chooses that empty node, whose corresponding
subtree has minimal costs. Besides choosing the subsequent di-
alogue state, the dialogue system has also the possibility to ver-
ify information within a node (e.g. in case of low confidence of
the recognized words), to resolve ambiguities, or to answer the
user’s request. The subsequent action of the dialogue system is
determined by the proposed cost function.

3. Feature Functions
For the cost function, different features and knowledge sources
can be taken into account. We have chosen the following node
specific features.

1Of course, this simple strategy is not able to detect all kinds of
ambiguities that may occur during a dialogue session. For example,
ambiguities caused by homophones are not covered by this strategy.
Additional methods for handling ambiguities are described in section 3.
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3.3.

Ambi
teranc
Word confidence measures

eech recognition, confidence measures can be employed
tecting possible errors and can therefore help to avoid un-
ble verification turns in automatic inquiry systems. Es-

lly, word posterior probabilities have been proven to be
effective in detecting misrecognized words [6]. The pos-
word hypothesis probability ����� ��� �����

�
� � for a word

hesis � with starting and ending time �� and �� respec-
, given a sequence of acoustic feature vectors ��� is com-
in the framework of a forward-backward algorithm, sum-
up the posterior probabilities of all those word hypothesis
nces which contain the word hypothesis � with the same
g and ending time. The word confidence ����� is then com-
by the following equation:

� ��� �����
�
� � � ���

���������

�
���������������

����� ��� �� ���
�
� �

etails, the reader is referred to [6]. Let ���� be the set of
that are aligned to a concept �. Then the first feature for

� is defined as follows:

����� ��
	

�������

�
����	��

����� (1)

Importance and filling degree of concepts

mportance of a concept � as well as an attribute � depends
e given domain. For the telephone directory example, the
ame of a person is more important than its first name.
fore, we introduce a ranking 	 describing the relevance

ncepts and attributes. Consequently, a person’s last name
ndatory (	��� � 	) whereas the first name is supplemen-
	��� � 
). The ranking of concepts and attributes is taken
ccount by summing over all concepts and attributes re-

ively, for which the associated attribute value is required
s not yet been ’filled’ by user input. For an attribute � of

cept �, we compute:

��� ���

�
	 if attribute � is assigned a value

 otherwise.

��� ��
�

	�����

�
����	�

Æ�	���� 	� � Æ�
���� 
� (2)

	��� is the set of concepts of a node � and 
��� is the
attributes belonging to a concept �. The importance 	���
oncept � can be derived from the maximum ranking of
ated attributes. However, for some nodes, it is more con-
nt to fix a concept’s rating independently from the related
utes. Therefore, we write:

���� ���

�
	 if concept � is sufficiently filled

 otherwise.

��� ��
�

	�����

Æ�	���� 	� � Æ�
 ����� 
� (3)

cept � is sufficiently filled if all its related attributes with
ng 	��� � 	 have already been assigned values, i.e. ��� �
�	��� � 	� 
��� � 	�� �

�
����	� 	���.

Ambiguity degree

guities can result from several sources: misrecognized ut-
es, errors during the natural language understanding step,



or ambiguous user language [4]. In the context of a telephone
directory assistance, ambiguities may also occur from homo-
phones, that is, proper names which have the same pronuncia-
tion but different spellings can result in additional ambiguities
that must be detected and resolved by the dialogue system. In
the latter case, the speech recognizer simply constructs a list
of all possible sentences with different homophone names and
leaves it to the dialogue manager to resolve this kind of ambigu-
ity. The dialogue manager constructs an instance tree for every
sentence hypothesis that is delivered by the recognition system.
Thus, the dialogue system does not only try to detect ambigui-
ties within a single tree, but also tries to find ambiguities over
all trees. However, if an ambiguity has been detected in a node
�, this is annotated in the cost vector:

amb��� ���

�
	 if node � has ambiguous information

 otherwise.

����� �� amb��� (4)

3.4. Contradictory information

A node � contains contradictory information if an already
’filled’ attribute is overwritten by a new value that is inconsis-
tent with the old value. In this case, the following feature is set
to 	:

cnt��� ���

�
	 if node � has contradictory information

 otherwise.

����� �� cnt��� (5)

Note that the size of a database query for a node containing
contradictory information is always 
.

3.5. Number of SQL results

If the number of database entries as returned from a database
query is too large, the user should restrict his request. If no
database entry has been returned, the answer to the user’s re-
quest is either not covered by the database or the user should
modify some statements. The number of SQL results is taken
as an additional feature for the cost vector. Let ���� be the table
that is returned by the database query �. Then, the feature �� is
defined as follows:

����� �� ������� (6)

3.6. Verification of information

Since automatic speech recognition is error prone, it is reason-
able to allow for verification questions in order to verify the
attribute values of some concepts, particularly, if the confidence
of the aligned words is low. Verification of node information is
taken as an additional feature for the cost vector:

verf��� ���

�
	 if information in � has been verified

 otherwise.

�	��� �� verf��� (7)

4. Computing path costs
For each input sentence, a semantic analysis is performed. The
concept/attribute pairs are extracted and inserted into tempo-
rary arrays for all tree nodes that are associated with these pairs.
Temporary arrays are used in order to detect contradictory in-
formation. The cost vectors are computed for all nodes of an
instance tree. For this purpose, the cost vectors of the leaves
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e 3: Excerpt of a decision tree for determining the subse-
dialogue action.

opagated to their parent nodes and are combined with the
t nodes’ local costs. This is done likewise for the inner
, resulting in a depth first traversal.

or many applications, a knowledge tree has only a moder-
mber of leaves. Since a tree has as many paths as leaves,
is no need to combine the costs of different paths within all
t nodes. Instead, all paths of a tree are treated separately.
ver, when comparing two different paths of an instance
or comparing different instance trees themselves), a com-
unction as well as a comparison function is necessary. For
mbination of two cost vectors, we proceed as follows: ex-
or the number of SQL results, we simply concatenate the
f the respective features. For the SQL feature, we inter-
expand the SQL query by additional ’where’ constraints
re given by the information stored in the nodes along the
For the comparison function, we use a decision tree. At
d of the computation, each path is assigned a score cor-

nding to the costs that arise for continuing the dialogue
that path. If there are different possible paths that may

ude the dialogue, the dialogue manager will choose the
ith the best score in order to proceed the dialogue.

Selection of dialogue state/action pairs

are different dialogue actions that can be chosen by the
ue manager in order to continue the dialogue. Typical di-

e actions are collecting information or presenting database
results to the user. The choice of the subsequent dialogue
depends on the costs that have been computed for each

of a tree. Since the best path as well as the subsequent
ue action are determined by decision trees, the structure
decision trees have an immediate influence on the dia-

strategy. An excerpt of the decision tree for choosing the
quent dialogue action is depicted in Figure 3. If the con-
e of some information is lower than a given threshold,
formation stored in the node with the lowest confidence
licitly verified by further requests. If the best scored path
es ambiguous information (which is marked by the ambi-
function, cf. Eq. 4) that cannot be resolved by the system,
er is queried by the system in order to resolve this ambi-
If the best scored path is incomplete in such that at least

ode is empty, the system asks for additional information
er to complete this path. If there is a complete path with

derate number of SQL answers, the system replies to the
request.



Table 1: Corpus allocation for the German telephone directory
assistance task.

corpus # sess # spks dur. [min] # snt # wrds

train 131 101 1164 7310
dev 44 151 30 344 2039
eva 21 15 168 1013

Table 2: Recognition results using a class based trigram lan-
guage model and confidence error rates for the development and
the evaluation corpus. The confidence measure’s free parame-
ters were optimized on the development test set beforehand.

corpus # WER [%] baseline CER [%] CER [%]

dev 15.7 14.3 10.5
eva 16.4 14.1 9.4

6. Results
Experiments were performed for a German in-house telephone
directory assistance corpus. The objective is to answer naturally
spoken requests for telephone numbers, fax numbers, and email
addresses of persons as well as companies and organizations.
The data for training the speech recognition system and the
natural language understanding component have been recorded
over several months from fixed telephones as well as wireless
and mobile phones under different conditions. The conditions
cover clean speech, office noise, and traffic noise. The corpus
allocation is summarized in Table 1.

For the speech recognition part we used an online speech
recognizer which is based on the RWTH Verbmobil recog-
nizer [7]. The recognizer uses a time-synchronous beam search
algorithm based on the concept of word-dependent tree copies
and integrates the trigram language model constraints in a single
pass. The feature vectors consist of 25 dimensions, i.e. 12 cep-
stral coefficients with 12 first derivatives and the second deriva-
tive of the energy.

Table 2 shows recognition results for the development and
evaluation test set of the collected data. Since there was only
a small subset of proper names covered by the collected data,
a class based trigram was used for recognition purposes. The
recognizer vocabulary has a size of 	��� words, including pro-
nunciation variants.

We used word posterior probabilities as confidence mea-
sures. Although the recognizer performs an integrated trigram
recognition, the forward/backward probabilities were computed
on the generated word lattices only in bigram case for real-
time aspects. All free parameters of the confidence measure,
i.e. the acoustic scaling factor, the language model scaling fac-
tor, and the tagging threshold, were optimized on the separate
cross-validation development test set beforehand. We used the
confidence error rate (CER) in order to evaluate the quality of
our confidence measure [8]. Results for the CER are given in
Table 2.

The natural language understanding component was trained
using a method derived from statistical machine translation, [5].
The collected data were transcribed and semantically annotated.
A set of 21 concepts has been used as target language. The
underlying database includes approximately 500 German and
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3: Dialogue evaluation using speech as input modality.
aluation criteria, the attribute error rate (AER), the per-

ge of correct chosen successor states, and the percentage
cessfully finished dialogue sessions are used.

alogues # AER [%] choice of successful
best state [%] sessions [%]

40 18.4 88.4 90.0

n proper names as well as personal related data, e.g. the
phone number, the home number, position of a person in
pany, etc. For evaluating the dialogue course manager, we
zed 40 dialogue sessions. In 88% of all cases, the dialogue
ger was able to choose the correct subsequent action and
ed the dialogue successfully. For text input, the attribute
rate (AER) is lower than �. Therefore, the interesting
o place the emphasis on is using speech as input modal-
able 3 summarizes some results for the 40 speech based
ue sessions. In case of poor recognition performance, the
ence measure often causes the dialogue manager to ex-

ly verify erroneous data.
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